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Hello, Thank you for inviting me here today. I look forward to sharing a few of my interests and projects with you. 
Currently, I am a tenure-track professor at MSU in the Department of art, Art History and Design. I teach design courses 
that focus on everything from typography, motion design, branding, and interaction design. My broad range of design 
interests and focus has developed throughout my design career which began when I was practicing professionally.

I choose to focus on the key topic of audience today because as a designer my relationship with the audiences I have 
designed for has shifted due to the context and possible outcomes. I believe that the intention of every good designer 
should be to craft the conditions for our audiences to have a positive experience.

my journey
audience defined
branding case studies
current project

topics

—I will give you a brief introduction to my career journey and share how I ended up where I am now
—I will define some terms associated with our ideas of audience
—We will then review a few branding stories from my experiences as a full-time art director and designer at Hallmark
—Then I will share a project I am currently working on

 journey  
up to this point

topeka, kansas

journey

—born and raised in Topeka, Kansas
—I was always a crafty and arty kid and knew I wanted to go into design by my junior year of high school
—The idea of “art” being done on a “computer” intrigued me and I also wanted to make things that were similar to the 
cool things I was seeing at the mall



lawrence, kansas

journey

—From Topeka I moved a whole 30 minutes away to go to the University of Kansas where I got my BFA in Visual 
Communications, and yes, I am not over our loss to the wolverines just yet.
—It was here I learned about concepts, grids, typography...this is also where I got my teaching bug, I feel my professors 
there put some sort of spell on me when they told me “Rebecca, you will teach some day”...I responded and said no way 
I want to work, as if teaching wasn’t working.

kansas city, missouri

journey

—During my senior year I interned in Kansas City at a small boutique studio called Willoughby Design, I eventually 
moved to Kansas City (on the Missouri) side. I worked as an art director for a small advertising agency for a year before 
I was recruited by Hallmark Cards.
—I worked at Hallmark Cards for 7 years. Towards the end of my time there I was teaching as an adjunct back at my 
alma mater in Lawrence, so my professors were right, I was going to be a design educator. That experience was a 
challenge that intrigued me, I enjoyed working with students and could see my relationship to design was developing in 
a way that I was not getting from working professionally.
—This led me to apply to graduate school

raleigh, nc

journey

—So I quit my good Hallmark job and moved to Raleigh, NC
—I got my Masters of Graphic Design from NC State in a very quick and intense two years
—It was here that I was became not only a print designer but also an interaction designer

lansing, michigan

journey

—Right after I graduated from NCSU I moved to Michigan, my first time here in the state was the day I moved here.
—I have taught at MSU for 3 years as fixed-term faculty, this past fall I started my tenure-track process, if all goes well I 
will have tenure by 2018
—Now I am focused on teaching and research...I am also the Director of Visual Design for MATRIX the center for digital 
humanities and social sciences of which I will show a current project in development
—That is my journey in a small nutshell, let’s get to the good stuff



audience

First I want to share how I have come to understand what an audience is. As a designer I communicate information to an 
audience with the intent to broaden their knowledge of a specific topic, story, or even product. The audience level of 
interaction with the information, the context, and what we know about our audience calls for different approaches to the 
design process.

audience

“In a user-centered design framework  
the goal is to create the conditions  
for use and experience, to mediate  

between people, activities, and  
the surrounding environment.”

graphic design theory, meredith davis

In a user-centered design framework the goal is to create the conditions for use and experience, to mediate between 
people, activities, and the surrounding environment. Meredith Davis, prof at NSCU drilled this into us, we don’t “design 
experiences” we create the conditions for a positive experience, no matter what the context

audience

hierarchy of design problems. Adapted 
from J. Christopher Jones, Design Methods: 
Seeds of Human Futures (New York, 1970)

communities

systems

products

components

(interrelated components)

(interrelated products)

(interrelated systems)

hierarchy of 
design problems

Here is one way to think about context, Design methodologist, J. Christopher Jones challenged design professionals in 
his 1970s book Design Methods to think about the context at differing scales. He devised this hierarchy of design 
problems that moves from components, to products, to systems, to communities. Design problems may be viewed at 
different levels of complexity. Jones argues that the problems of post-industrial society reside mostly at the levels of 
systems and communities, while our methods are stalled at the levels of components and products.

audience

reader consumer user participantviewer

print 
artifacts

digital  
worldcontext

In a print-based world the audience is a passive viewer but with the introduction of the digital world we now have to think 
of our audience as an active participant. The circumstances and background that form the setting for the communication 
and interpretation of information has shifted.

Our concept of audience was shaped largely by personal experience and cultural conventions, how the audience 
interacted with print artifacts was a mystery, we could only go off assumptions and limited data. Things have changed 
now that we are in a digital world with networked communication, our audience is more visible, we know more about 
them and they are active in their interactions to obtain knowledge. This shifts the scope of the designer responsibility, we 
not only have to be experts in visual aesthetics but also strategies for how to understand how people navigate 
information.
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So if we define each of these categories of audience, we see what we know about them shifts
—The idea of reader implies there is some sort of “people” involved, we don’t know who, just people
—Viewer of information might start to imply more knowledge about these people, perhaps gender
—Consumer of information, through marketing demographics we can now know things such as...
—User of information, begins to have certain values, motivators, cultural, differences, tech...all of which informs their 
decisions and ways they interact with information
—finally we have a participant, some one that participates in their acquisition of knowledge, which brings differences in 
cognitive thinking, behaviors, processes, perceptions

audience

reader consumer user participantviewer

Busch Entertainment

Hallmark Cards Inc.

Foodborne Illness

I will share a few projects today that were driven by the need to shift the understanding of who the audience was.

 

branding case study
photography  

strategy

Busch Entertainment 
SeaWorld & Busch Gardens

Busch Entertainment Corp. (BEC) partnered with a division of Hallmark cards called, Hallmark Loyalty, because of their 
expertise in enhancing lasting relationships and expressing emotions.

problem
branding

visitors consumers  
with preferences 

BEC didn’t know their park visitors, which led to an arbitrary approach to event planning, merchandise orders, and 
culinary decisions. It also greatly impacted how they communicated to park members.

Different parks were doing different things, it was really a mixed bag with no attention paid to the preferences of their 
members.

Through marketing research it was made apparent that people visited the parks for several reasons such as for the 
rides, for the animals, some visited every week and others visited maybe once a year. 



solution
branding

a strategy towards concise  
and clear communication

audience segmentation
direct marketing tips
sustainability tips

merchandising style guides
park branding style guides
photography strategy

From this research the marketing team outlined a need for several tools that would help guide communication to the 
park visitors and structure the information based on their preferences.

solution
branding

audience segmentation

direct marketing tips
sustainability tips

a strategy towards concise  
and clear communication

merchandising style guides

park branding style guides
photography strategy

I will talk a bit about audience segmentation and how that lead the way for a photography strategy

audience 
segmentation

branding

settled seniors

active urbanites

american dream

making ends meet

young families

consumers  
with preferences 

Through marketing research the audience segmentation was crafted. 
The objectives of segmentation was to improve customer knowledge in order to:

—Provide more targeted acquisition efforts 
—Provide relevant messages and offers
—Improve events offered by BEC parks
—Customize products, services and benefits
—Allocate resources

photography strategy
branding

evaluation of current photo collection:

Limited audience representation 
Feature Focus 
Animal shots more portrait than action 
Had to work with the same limited  

collection for a long time 
Contrived / staged images 
Lacked authenticity 
Did not capture experiences 

This knowledge informed the creation of an extensive photo library.
Through an audit of their current collection we defined gaps in content and audience.  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This knowledge informed the creation of an extensive photo library.
Through an audit of their current collection we defined gaps in content and audience.  

photography strategy
branding

Life experiences 
Sense of place 
Relationship building 
Emotional expression 
Creative memories 
Genuine and natural 

our goal: photography through  
the Hallmark Lens

Hallmark Loyalty's goal was to develop a photography strategy that would aid in building an extensive brand photo 
library collection for BEC. This collection was created through the Hallmark lens of capturing genuine life experiences, 
sense of place, relationship building, emotional expression, and creative memories.

photography strategy
branding

project scope:

development of categories
casting of 50+
wardrobe guidelines

department wish lists

scheduling

1 week at each park

Photo Categories:
Animals—famous faces, unique personalities, special environments
Culinary experience
Shopping
Park artisans and craftspeople
Guests and park’s staff interacting
Secondary categories (i.e. Adventure Camps)

Casting:
Ethnic groups: African American, Asian, Caucasian, Hispanic
Audiences: Young children, Teens, Adults of all ages (young, middle-aged, seniors)
Park Personnel: Trainers, Chefs, Camp counselors, Wait staff, Performers, Retail staff

John Dolan 
Master Photographer

Hallmark has an extensive photo studio with very talented photographers, but because of the demands on photos for 
Hallmark product we had to find a photographer from outside. We hired an art buyer to help us land the perfect 
photographer, after shifting through several photo portfolios we fell in love with the work of John Dolan.



Emotions Playing on the Faces of the Guests—smiles, laughter, wide-eyed wonder, and more

In the Park—guests interacting with staff, exploring the attractions, delighting in the animals, and 

Coming Together—getting closer and renewing your love for each other

Dynamic—filled with energy, lively and vibrant



Passion—emotional intensity, enthusiasm, and zest

Several photo shoots have executed this strategy at Busch Gardens Tampa, Busch Gardens Williamsburg, SeaWorld 
Orlando, SeaWorld San Antonio, Discovery Cove, and Kingsmill Resort. Photographer, John Dolan, and a cast of 
several others have made this collection possible. Style guides and usage guidelines for the photo collection were 
developed to support materials designed for all park communications.

did you know...?
It's difficult to catch a giraffe while its sleeping, simply because he gets so little of it! Ever vigilant for predators, giraffes 
just sleep for a few minutes at a time, and usually only get about 30 minutes total in a single day.

branding 
case study

marketing &  
retail strategy

Hallmark Cards Inc. 
Marketing & Merchandising Studios 

Towards the last years at Hallmark I worked in a new department called the Marketing Studio, up until this point all of 
Hallmark’s branded consumer communication was outsourced. As a way to gain more control the work was brought in-
house.



problem
branding

consumers users  
with values 

we weren’t listening

In addition to bringing the work in-house, we had to change the way we thought about our consumer. We knew age, 
profession, economic status, preferences for retail, we absolutely knew our consumer was female...what we didn’t know 
is what “she” cared about, how she became a “user” of our products, what motivated her, how she saw the world.

solution
branding

conduct ethnographic research studies

“A designer should care about ethnography  
 because it can help produce more compelling,  
 innovative design that really connects with  
 users—in a way that creates delight.” 

  darrel rhea, design research consultant

is a research method based on observing people in the natural environment rather than in a formal research setting
when applied to design, it helps designers create more compelling solutions

ethnography
branding

allowed us to...

discover meaning
understand norms
make communication powerful

be worldly
observe reality

identify barriers

aiga.org

discover meaning: how people make sense of their world
understand norms: how cultural norms shape people’s perceptions
make communications powerful: how to communicate more effectively with an audience
be worldly: how products, technologies, and communications work globally
observe reality: what people say is not what they do
identify barriers: identifies what obstacles people face so we can design solutions

branding

fresh eyes
speak my language
confusion of brand
quest for the perfect card
pump me up
make it easy

consumers  
with values 

ethnography
told us...



Marketing Strategy 
how we changed communication  

with our consumer

Now that our knowledge of our audience had expanded we had to change how we communicated to her

solution
branding

drive Gold Crown

an integrated marketing strategy:

support the mass channels
drive core product categories

bring work in-house

build brand value
leverage strategic partners
seasonal communication strategy

—bring the work in-house allowing for more creative control

—drive GC

—drive core product categories, greeting cards, gift wrap, gifts, keepsakes ornaments

—support mass channels of distribution, CVS, Walmarts, Krogers, Walgreeens, etc.

—build brand awareness

—leverage strategic partners

solution
branding

photography that shows  
product in a fresh way
seasonal and everyday color palettes

visual consistency:

typography to support tone
each touchpoint has a unique job

—photography that shows product in a fresh way
—seasonal and everyday color palettes
—typography to support tone
—each touchpoint of communication has a unique job





Retail Branding Strategy 
how we changed branding across 

all store environments

After we had a good thing going with the print and advertising collateral a much larger 
problem needed to be tackled, this was our inconsistent branding across all store 
environments 



problem
branding

Hallmark Logo 

Over 10+ logo configurations  
in the environment across all  
channels of distribution

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

problem
branding

Sub-brand Signage 

Is it Shoebox Hallmark or 
American Greetings?

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

problem
branding

Everyday Signage 

8 different visual treatments applied  
to 33+ environmental variations 

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

the problem

problem
branding

Seasonal Signage 

8 different visual treatments applied  
to 33+ environmental variations 



the problem

the problem

the problem



problem
branding

PID (pocket identifier descriptions) 

12,500 PID combinations  
in everyday card runs

problem
branding

Fixtures 

Over 33+ fixture configurations 
in the environment

the problem



the problem

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

the problem

the problem



the problem

the problem

solution
branding

IDENTIFY: Make the environment  
unmistakably Hallmark

our goals:

SIMPLIFY: Make it easy for  
consumers to complete their goals

AMPLIFY: Capture consumer  
attention in actionable ways

IDENTIFY: Make the environment unmistakably Hallmark
AMPLIFY: Capture consumer attention in actionable ways
SIMPLIFY: Make it easy for consumers to complete their goals

2007

logo



sub-brands

One color

Gold Crown MASS Channels

color

fixtures

fixtures



signage

messages

the solution

the solution



the solution

the solution

EVERYDAY PERPENDICULAR SIGN

hmk mass | everyday    sign templates & specs

ONE LINE 
OF TYPE

SMALL
ONE LINE 
OF TYPE

TWO LINES
OF TYPE

TWO LINES
OF TYPE

7½" 7½"

7½" 7½"

babyanniversary

birthday
for family

love &
friendship

SEE PAGE
XX FOR
COLORS

 

COLOR / FONT : 

PRIMARY FONT:

minion display small caps (lowercase)

SECONDARY FONT:

minion italic (lowercase)  

00
style guides

style guides



style guides
seasonal

The introduction of seasonal style guides ensured that everyone was using the same 
approach to photography and typography...and of course, most importantly making sure we 
all used the same shade of red in holiday communications!

did you know...?

• 10,000 new and redesigned greeting cards each year.
• 49,000 products available at any one time.
• over 600 creatives

interactive project

MATRIX 
Foodborne Illness Project

Matrix is MSU’s center for 
digital humanities and 
social sciences. I am 
actively engaged in a few 
interactive projects in the 
role of interaction designer. 
The food borne illness 
project is a multi-

problem
interaction

In the US foodborne illness strikes 48 million  
people a year, killing 3,000 and hospitalizing  
over 100,000. Of those that are sick, most do  
not go to a doctor, few provide a sample and  
confirmed lab diagnosis is rare. 

Currently health officials rely on scattered sources to initiate an outbreak investigation, yet we 
still have to link cases, try to find a common food source and trace it back through an 
extremely convoluted food supply chain. This results in delays of weeks to months.
 



solution
interaction

participant  
with behaviors 

users  

A possible solution for this problem is to engage people as participants rather than just users 
of information in an online tracking system for foodborne illness. With CDC funding the MSU 
College of Veterinary Medicine held a multidisciplinary workshop to explore how social media 
(CLICK) might be of help in detecting and responding to these outbreaks in a rapid and 
effective way.

The project is underway to design and implement an interactive system that would support 
“digital disease detection” of food borne illness outbreaks. The following diagram illustrates 

interaction

outbreak

bad
food

So the process begins as simple as this...people ill from food tweet or update their FB status 
informing the world (or at least their network of friends and followers) that they are sick...using 
words such as, puke, poisoning, vomit, ill, etc, you get the idea.

interaction

status
update

photo

location

outbreak

auto-
responder
bot

bad
food

The research group has a bot that can listen to these tweets and status updates. The bot then 
provides an automated feedback to the ill people with relevant posts that could include useful 
advice or a request for additional information. 

interaction

place

place

status
update
photo

location

outbreak
bad
food

checkin

bad
food

place
bad
food

auto-
responder
bot

bad
food

food
chain

In addition to text, photos and geolocation information can be captured that can also be useful 
in outbreak investigation to help reconstruct their food history and identify commonalities with 
other people who are ill. 



interaction
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Ultimately all of this data will feed into an interactive dashboard for common people and for 
health department agents (such as the CDC), this information will allow them to detect and 
intervene more rapidly and effectively, perhaps making direct contact with the original sources 
of the contaminated food. 

dashboard
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Up to this point the major focus of our work has been on this dashboard system. The system 
will allow for different levels of participation from participants
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The social media stream pulls keywords and clusters related to foodborne illness preset by 
the system. It also displays invalid, valid, and pending reports. A user can locate the posts on 
the map and choose to login as an active reviewer to submit the post for further validation.
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The tag cloud is animated and displays keywords and clusters from the social stream. The 
scale of words indicates the amount of usage in posts. A curious browser can add words of 
relevance to the tag cloud.
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The map displays possible outbreaks by showing confirmed and unconfirmed reports. A 
curious user can search various locations within the U.S. The active reviewer can track, find, 
share, and save multiple outbreaks based on location.
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The timeframe graph displays confirmed and un-confirmed reports correlated with time and 
the location. All users can interact with the timeframe graph to display data from the past, 
going back 14 days.
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AlliBeau : Me and Matt both have food poisoning, it's his 
birthday AND I have work tonight. Laughing so hard I'm crying 
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omg_itsjackie : had food poisoning and puked all day 
yesterday. of course I start my new job today. #godhelpme 
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by the name of 'b. cereus.' How's it pronounced? 
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The report submission form is for affected reporters, they can chose to submit as a guest or 
create a reviewer profile. In the report submission form the affected reporter provides detailed 
information about their case and publishes it to the system.



did you know...?

For every 1 reported 
and confirmed case 
28 go unreported.

I’ll end by showing a motion reel that showcases the work of MSU design students, as you 
will see the range of work is vast.

thank you

Thank you for having me here today. I welcome any questions that 
you might have.


